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Design Automation of Series Resonance

Clocking in 14-nm FinFETs
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Abstract

Power-performance constraints have been the key driving force that moti-
vated the microprocessor industry to bring unique design techniques in
the past two decades. The rising demand for high-performance micropro-
cessors increases the circuit complexity and data transfer rate, resulting
in higher power consumption. This work proposes a set of energy recy-
cling resonant pulsed flip-flops to reuse some of the dissipated energy
using series inductor-capacitor (LC) resonance. Moreover, this work
also presents wideband clocking architectures that use series LC reso-
nance and an inductor tuning technique. By employing pulsed resonance,
the switching power dissipated is recycled back. The inductor tuning
technique aids in reducing the skew, increasing the robustness of the
clock networks. This new resonant clocking architecture saves over 43%
power and 90% reduced skew in clock tree networks and saves 44%
power and 90% reduced skew in clock mesh networks, clocking a range
of 1-5 GHz frequency, compared to conventional primary-secondary
flip-flop-based clock networks. Implementation of resonant clock archi-
tectures on standard clock network benchmarks depicts 66% power
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savings and 6.5 × reduced skew while using the proposed pulsed res-
onant flip-flop and saves 64% power and 12.7 × reduced skew while
using the proposed resonant true single-phase clock (TSPC) flip-flop.

Keywords: Clock skew, LC resonance, clock tree architecture, pulsed
flip-flops, Power consumption

1 Introduction

Power consumption is one of the major problems faced in the high-performance
microprocessor industry [14, 35, 50]. The need for an increase in performance
has steered the operating frequencies higher, resulting in an increased com-
plexity among the microprocessor designs [29, 30, 50]. Fig. 1 shows the power
consumption per nm2 trend compared with technology scaling over the past
two decades. The relative power consumed per nm2 increases exponentially as
the technology scales down. This higher power led designers to constantly come
up with innovative techniques to reduce the power while trying to meet all the
design constraints that impact the performance [8, 20, 23, 25, 28, 31, 41, 48, 52].
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Fig. 1 As the technology scales down, the relative power consumed per nm2 increases
exponentially as the density of the transistors goes high [16].

Multiple regions of high-performance microprocessors, such as memory,
logic cells, and clock network, are sources of high power consumption. A sig-
nificant portion of dynamic power consumed in a high-frequency design is due
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to the switching activity in the clock network [37]. Researchers have devel-
oped several low-power techniques to reduce active power consumption in clock
networks. Among them, inductor-based LC resonant clocking techniques have
great potential to save switching power due to their constant phase and mag-
nitude. However, most industry-standard electronic design automation (EDA)
tools do not explicitly support integrating LC resonance in the clock archi-
tectures. Additionally, designing a resonant clock architecture requires the
designer to have multiple domain expertise due to the non-linear behavior of
inductors.

To enable a resonant clock architecture, we need resonant flip-flops (FFs)
for synchronous circuits. However, they occupy a substantial chip area con-
suming high power. Researchers proposed many low-power flip-flops, however,
not suitable for resonant operations [6, 11, 32, 44, 45, 49]. In this research,
we propose several conventional register-based pulsed FFs suitable for series
resonance and reduce the overall power consumption in the clock network.

Besides power, skew plays a critical role in enabling high-frequency oper-
ation. To reduce the skew generated by clock networks, we introduce an
inductor tuning technique to match the series resonance inductor with the load
capacitance of the clock network, which produces pulses with equal resonant
frequencies. Although the resonant frequency depends on the series inductor
and the load capacitance, we generate a constant pulse width for a wideband
(WB) of input clock frequencies. Therefore, calibrating the inductors once for
a clock network architecture enables WB frequency operation.

1.1 Main Contributions

This work proposes a clocking architecture to recycle the power dissipated by
the synchronous elements using series resonance technology and balance clock
skew by adapting the proposed inductor tuning technique. In particular, the
main contributions of this work are:

� Clocking architectures to recycle the power dissipated by synchronous
elements using series resonance.

� A novel matching pulse generator with dual-rail booster using series
resonance.

� A set of pulsed register-based FFs exploits the behavior of pulsed series
resonance.

� Demonstration of Inductor tuning technique Algorithms to compensate for
the skew in the clock tree architectures on industrial testbenches.

The rest of the document is organized as follows. Chapter 2, discusses sev-
eral energy recycling clocking techniques and low power flip-flop designs. The
proposed low-power resonant flip-flops are described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4
discusses the proposed wideband resonant clocking architectures that utilize
a boosted amplitude pulse signal generated from the system clock signal. The
skew reduction methodology, described in Chapter 5, explains the inductor
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Fig. 2 Energy recycling techniques include (a) Quasi-adiabatic clocking topology places
a capacitor in parallel with clock load to store energy [13] (b) Parallel resonance topology
places an inductor in parallel with clock load [40] (c) Series resonance topology places an
inductor in the discharge path of clock load [2] (d) Quasi-resonant clocking topology places
an inductor and an additional transistor to conditionally disconnect the inductor [42].

tuning technique that results in reduced skew, followed by algorithms to auto-
mate the proposed inductor tuning technique. The implementation results of
the proposed wideband resonant clocking architectures, shown in Chapter 6,
support our claim of power and skew reduction. The last Chapter 7 concludes
the work.

2 Background

Several low power techniques such as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DVFS) [36], clock gating [47], quasi-adiabatic clocking [13] and LC resonant
clocking [1, 2, 7, 15, 24, 40, 42] are commonly used to address high power
consumption in clock networks. In a traditional clocking method, half of the
switching power is utilized to charge a capacitive node when the clock tran-
sitions from 0-to-1. The other half of switching power is dissipated in the
discharge cycle, when the clock transitions from 1-to-0. Energy recycling tech-
niques harvest this dissipated energy and recycle it during the next clock
transition.
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2.1 Energy Recycling Techniques

Widely used energy recycling techniques include quasi-adiabatic clocking and
LC resonant clocking, as shown in Fig. 2. Quasi-adiabatic clocking, as shown in
Fig. 2 (a), uses a capacitor (Cadiabatic) to store the dissipated energy from the
load capacitance (Cload). This Cadiabatic capacitor is placed in parallel to the
load capacitance. When two capacitors are in parallel at different potentials,
current will flow from the higher potential to the lower potential until the
two capacitors have the same potential. At this point, no current flow occurs
and all nodes are in steady state. If Cadiabatic is not disconnected during some
portions of the cycle, the clock buffer will have to charge/discharge the total
capacitive load Cload + Cadiabatic each cycle which would increase the overall
power consumption to (Cload + Cadiabatic)V

2
ddf . The quasi-adiabatic clocking

employs a pass gate that would disconnect the Cadiabatic capacitor, depending
upon control signals that determine the duration of the energy recovery and
reuse states [13].

Among several energy recycling techniques, LC resonant is most widely
used as it precisely replicates conventional complementary metal-oxide semi-
conductor (CMOS) clocking and demonstrates great savings in dynamic power
consumption [2] [19]. There are several LC resonant techniques, such as paral-
lel resonance [40] (Fig. 2 (b)), series resonance [2, 4] (Fig. 2 (c)) intermittent
resonance [15], and quasi-resonance [42] (Fig. 2 (d)).

However, most LC resonance techniques suffer from a limitation of nar-
row frequency band and high skew. Parallel resonance topology, as shown in
Fig. 2 (b), places an inductor in parallel to the clock load capacitance (Cload)
to store some of the dissipated energy. This technique saves the highest amount
of power only when the system clock frequency equals the resonant frequency.
On the other hand, Quasi-resonance (Fig. 2 (d)) employs an additional tran-
sistor and multiple control signals that conditionally disconnect the inductor
twice every clock cycle. This increases the circuit complexity and the area of
the clock driver.

To overcome the narrow frequency band, researchers utilize series resonance
techniques [2]. This approach uses an inductor placed in the discharge path
to store the dissipated energy in the form of a magnetic field. This energy is
recycled in the next rising clock edge.

Fig 3 (a) shows the equivalent LC resonant tank of the series resonant
circuit which helps determine the resonant frequency and the inductor size. The
resistance RT represents the combined resistance of the NMOS transistor (Rr),
parasitic wiring resistance (rW ), and the resistance of the inductor (rL). The
series inductor allows the energy stored on the load capacitor to be transferred
to the VDD/2 node and then recovered back immediately to make the output
go high. This work uses a dynamic voltage divider circuit to generate this bias
voltage.

Fig. 3 (b) shows the output at node VC . The free energy swing obtained as
a result of recycled dissipated energy, which is the difference between resonant
high output (VOH) and resonant low output (VOL) [2], can be expressed as:
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VOH − VOL =
VDD

2
(1 + e−π/Q)− VDD

2
(1− e−π/2Q) (1)

Here, Q is the quality factor of the inductor, which is given by Q =√
L/(CR2). We would need an external power source to pull the output from

VOH to VDD as shown in Fig. 3 (b). The resonant frequency fRES at which
the inductor resonates is shown in eq. (2)

fRES =
1

TRES
=

1

2π
√
LC

(2)

Here, TRES is the resonant time period. A load capacitance of 2.5pF, would
require a 0.4nH inductor running at 5 GHz resonant frequency fRES .

Fig. 3 When the input CLK goes “1” (in Fig. 2 (c)), (a) Equivalent series LC resonant
tank formed from LC series resonance topology (b) Output at capacitor node VC shows the
recycled energy swing from VOL to VOH

2.2 State-of-the-Art Low Power Flip-Flops

Several prior works have focused on low-power flip-flop designs. In [45] an 18T
flip-flop was designed to achieve 40% improvement in energy/cycle compared
to conventional primary-secondary flip-flop (PSFF). However, to mitigate volt-
age degradation caused due to the non-complementary topology, they used a
poly bias technique [6]. This requires extra design effort. In [6] an 18T single-
phase clocked flip-flop was designed for low power operation. It showed 68%
lower power consumption in overall power at 0.6V but had functionality limi-
tations when the voltage was scaled, as reported in [43, 51]. In [22] a flip-flop
with energy recovering clock using LC resonance was introduced, but it was
specifically designed for soft-error hardening. In [12], a dual-edge triggered
sense amplifer flip-flop was designed to achieve low power and area. However,
this flip-flop uses unconventional dual-edge triggering which is not suitable for
resonant operations. For reliability and robust operation, we implement reso-
nance pulsed flip-flops based on widely used traditional pulsed registers [38]
and resonant TSPC flip-flops based on traditional TSPC registers [27].
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3 Proposed Wideband Resonant Flip-flops

This section presents the proposed resonant flip-flops. The input clock signal to
the flip-flops is a boosted amplitude pulsed signal generated using a matching
pulse generator (which will be discussed in detail in section. 4.1). The resonant
flip-flops utilize on-chip inductors to recycle the clock power consumed by
employing a pulsed series resonant driver.

3.1 Pulsed Series Resonance Driver (PSR)

Fig. 4 Pulsed series resonant driver (PSR) generates a clock pulse using energy recycling
series LC resonance. This clock pulse drives the register stage.

Fig. 4 illustrates the pulsed series resonant driver (PSR). A boosted signal
VSR, generated using a matching pulse generator (shown in Fig. 8), is provided
as the input to multiple PSR drivers to generate a pulse signal RCLK . The
inductors on the PSR drivers resonate with the capacitive load of the clock tree
to generate a pulse signal that is traversed through many levels of clock gaters
and clock buffers. Since we provide a boosted VSR signal as the input, we obtain
a rail-to-rail swing at the output of the PSR driver. Then, the output signal of
the PSR driver RCLK is inverted and supplied to pulsed registers as the clock
input signal Pclk. The capacitors Cd1 and Cd2 form a dynamic voltage divider
circuit to produce the bias voltage required for the series inductor to store the
energy. The size of Cd2 is 4× Cd1. These capacitors are typically 10× larger
than the total load capacitance Cload. These capacitors are implemented once
as on-chip lumped capacitors and shared between all the resonant drivers.

3.2 Resonant 13T Pulsed Flip-flops

The transistor-level implementation of the proposed 13T Pulsed flip-flop is
shown in Fig. 5. It takes the input data and inverts it to provide it to the
transistors M2 and M3, respectively. The M2 and M3 transistors’ drain are
connected to the storage cells where the data is stored as logic “1” or a logic
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Fig. 5 13T pulsed flip-flop (13TPFF) uses a PSR driver to recycle the input clock signal
power.

“0”. If a “1” is stored in the register, the value at S = “1” and SB = “0”. If
a “0” is stored, the voltages would be reversed.

When Pclk is “0” the transistor M1 is turned off, wherein the FF is in
hold/retain state, and the values of S and SB are unaltered. Consider the
case when Data = “1” and Pclk = “1,” the transistors M2 and M1 turn on
connecting the node Sb to ground, which then discharges the node and makes
it “0” making Q = “1,” thus writing a “1” into the register. When Data =
“0” and Pclk = “1,” the transistors M3 and M1 turn “ON,” writing a “0” at
node Q.

The flip-flop has an active-low asynchronous reset signal. The M4 and M5
transistors are turned “ON” and “OFF,” respectively, when the Reset signal
goes to low, resulting in a logic “1” at node Sb that writes a “0” to the output
Q.

3.3 Pulsed Resonant Flip-Flop

Fig. 6 Pulsed resonant flip-flop (PRFF) is based on a conventional pulsed register [38] and
employs a PSR to drive the clock input pins of the register.
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Fig. 6 depicts the pulsed resonant flip-flop (PRFF). When the Pclk is “0,”
the flip-flop is in a hold/retain state. During this state, the transmission gate
T2 turns “ON,” and the feedback loop is open, retaining the previous data
provided. When the Pclk = “1,” the transmission gate T1 turns “ON,” copying
the Data input to the Q output. The flip-flop has an active-low asynchronous
Reset signal, that sets the output Q to “0”.

3.4 Resonant TSPC Flip-Flop

Fig. 7 Resonant TSPC flip-flop (TSPCFF) is based on a TSPC register [38], and employs
a PSR to generate pulse signal that drives the register.

Transistor level implementation of the proposed Resonant TSPC flip-flop
(TSPCFF) is shown in Fig. 7. Similar to previous flip-flops, TSPCFF is also
a positive edge triggered flip-flop that recycles the clock input provided using
a PSR. The clock signal generated from PSR is provided to transistors M2
and M6. When the Pclk signal is “0,” the transistors M2 and M6 are turned
“OFF,” wherein the flip-flop is in hold/retain state as the input Data is dis-
connected from the storage cells. When Pclk is “1,” the transistors M2 and
M6 turn “ON,” propagating the Data signal to the output Q. TSPCFF also
has an active-low asynchronous Reset signal. When Reset goes low, transistors
M9 and M10 turn “ON,” which sets the output Q to “0.”

4 Proposed Wideband Resonant Clock
Networks

4.1 Matching Pulse Generator and Dual-Rail Booster

The series LC components are used to recover packets of energy wherever
there is a large parasitic capacitance. However, series LC resonance requires
the pulse width of the signal to match the LC value. The matching pulse gener-
ator circuit, depicted in Fig. 8, uses a matched LC-delay generation circuit to
generate a pulse with the use of a programmable miller capacitor. This pulse
is used to enable series resonance and does not recycle any energy. Tuning the
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Fig. 8 The matching pulse generator uses an XNOR gate to generate a pulse at both clock
edges with pulse width Td. The dual-rail booster generates a boosted-amplitude signal using
series resonance by matching the shared inductor L2 with the load capacitance C2.

LC-delay components to match the series LC of the clock network allows for
the mitigation of variations caused by factors such as process, voltage, or tem-
perature resulting in higher stability of the generated pulse width [3]. In the
proposed architecture, the matching pulse generator uses the input from the
system clock source and generates a pulse VSR with boosted amplitude. The
series inductor L1 and the matching miller capacitor C1 generate a delay of
Td = π

√
L1C1. The clock and the delayed signal are fed into an XNOR gate to

generate a pulse VSR at both clock edges with a pulse width Td. Now, a voltage
doubler circuit is employed to invert the generated dual-edge triggered pulse
resulting in a boosted signal VSR. The voltage doubler circuit uses the pulsed
series resonance technique to generate a boosted signal. When the VSR is low,
the PMOS transistors M1 and M3 are “ON,” and the inductor resonates with
the load capacitance C2, which represents the total capacitance load of multi-
ple PSR drivers. For large load capacitances, the value of the series inductors
is quite small. The inductor in the voltage doubler circuit can be adjusted
according to the load of the matching pulse generator to produce a boosted
signal VSR. We use a dual-rail booster circuit to reduce the power consumed
by the voltage doubler by decreasing the resistance of the pull-up network.

4.2 Resonant Clock Tree Architecture

The proposed resonant clock tree architecture utilizes a matching pulse gen-
erator, PSR drivers with on-chip inductors, clock gaters, clock buffers, and
resonant flip-flops, as depicted in Fig. 9. The resonant clock tree network is
designed based on the conventional clock tree network that distributes the
input clock signals from a single clock root to all the elements. The functional-
ity simulation for the resonant clock tree is shown in Fig. 10. The input clock
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Fig. 9 The proposed resonant clock tree architecture consists of a system clock source as
the root, followed by a matching pulse generator, multiple PSR drivers utilizing on-chip
inductors, clock gaters, clock buffers, and finally, various sets of resonant pulsed FF as leaf
nodes.

source generates a 50% duty-cycle clock that is converted into a pulse signal
VSR using the matching pulse generator (Fig. 8). This boosted signal is then
propagated through multiple PSR drivers to recycle the power consumed in
the network. The RCLk signal generated is then propagated through multiple
clock gaters and clock buffers to provide it as the input to the clock pins of
resonant flip-flops.

The inductance values of the on-chip inductors, LSR1, LSR7, to LSR8

are matched with the total capacitance of the respective branch capaci-
tances CSR1, CSR7, to CSR8. The inductor matching technique explains the
methodology for calculating the inductance values described in the section. 5.1.

4.3 Resonant Clock Mesh Architecture

High-performance processor designs utilize clock mesh architecture due to its
high variation tolerance. A Clock mesh is usually placed at the end of the
clock driver network to distribute the clock signal to its load elements [39]. It
is made using sets of vertical and horizontal metal wires. A clock mesh usu-
ally comprises parallel buffers driven by a clock tree from the top-level [17].
It distributes the clock signal from the top-level tree making the clock signal
accessible to all nodes of the mesh, resulting in a lower skew value. How-
ever, since the mesh consumes large amounts of metal, it has high switching
capacitance resulting in increased power consumption.

Compared to a resonant clock tree architecture, in the case of resonant
clock mesh, the inductor on the PSR driver is not matched with the local
branch capacitance. Instead, the absolute capacitance of the mesh is matched
with the inductor to recycle the power and minimize the skew generated by
the clock mesh. This inductance is then distributed at various points on the
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Fig. 10 Simulation waveforms show a CLK input of 0.5 GHz is provided to generate a
1 GHz Pclk clock of 1 GHz in order to assert as a clock input to the resonant flip-flops.

mesh for the clock to be easily accessible at all the mesh nodes. Since the mesh
consumes large amounts of metal, it has high switching capacitance resulting
in increased power consumption. However, this high capacitance results in a
low total inductor value.

Fig. 11 The proposed wideband resonant clock mesh architecture is similar to resonant
clock tree architecture, except the drivers are shorted, creating a clock mesh structure that
is connected to the loads.

The resonant clock mesh architecture, as shown in Fig. 11, places a clock
mesh at the end of PSR drivers. Similar to resonant clock tree architecture the
PSR drivers receive a boosted input signal VSR. In case of the clock mesh, the
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capacitance of the mesh (Cm) and the branch capacitances (CSR1, CSR7, ...,
CSR8) form the load capacitance (Cload) (in Equation. 4), which is in series
with resonant inductors (LSR1, LSR7, ..., LSR8).

5 Skew Reduction Methodology

Skew is defined as the temporal variation in the arrival time of clock transition
at two different locations. There are several reasons for skew to occur, and one
such cause is different loads on clock drivers [39]. This section explains the
skew reduction methodology in clock network architectures using the proposed
inductor tuning technique.

5.1 Inductor Tuning Technique

In a clock network, different clock tree branches have different capacitances
caused by different loads and on-chip variations (OCV). This capacitance mis-
match between different branches of a clock network will result in different
clock arrival times. With the introduction of an inductor (L), each branch of
the clock tree represents a separate LC resonant tank. The inductance for each
PSR driver can be determined using Equation. 4.

Fres =
1

2×DCrez
=

1

2π
√
L× (Cload)

(3)

L =
DC2

rez

π2 × (Cload)
(4)

where, DCrez is defined by pulse width Td generated by the matching pulse
generator (Fig. 8) and Cload is the load capacitance of the inductor L.

The on-chip inductors LSR1 to LSR8 are matched with the load capaci-
tances CSR1 to CSR8, respectively, to have equal frequencies (Fig. 9). This
inductor matching would result in equal frequency signals in all the clock
branches, thus, reducing the skew. Wide band frequency of operation will
not be affected, as the resonant frequency is independent of the input clock
frequency. The primary reason is the delay = Td of the matching pulse gen-
erator circuit being independent of input clock pulse width, and it works on
the clock edges. Thus, for all the clock frequencies less than the derived res-
onant frequency fRES , we can have the same inductor value that results in
reduced skew. Moreover, skew can be minimized at run time by varying reso-
nant pulse width Td, to compensate for capacitance and inductance mismatch
caused by OCV and/or process variations. This would mitigate the resulting
skew by having a knob to vary the equivalent inductance with granularity. We
have the ability to perform power-up calibration of this pulse width Td using
programmable registers.
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5.2 Algorithm for Skew Reduction in Clock Tree
Networks

The design methodology for placing and sizing the PSR drivers for an exist-
ing resonant clock tree architecture is described in Algorithm I. As input, the
algorithm takes a clock network (clktree), list of Branch capacitances (Cbr),
System clock frequency (Fclk), Duty cycle for resonance (DCrez), and a max-
imum skew constraint (Smax) along with a predetermined range of inductor
quality factor (Qrange). The output of the algorithm is a resonant clock tree.

Algorithm I. Determining the resonant drivers and inductor size for resonant
tree
1: Input: Input network (clktree), Branch capacitances (Cbr), System clock

frequency (Fclk), Duty cycle for resonance (DCrez), Skew constraint
(Smax), Q-factor range (Qrange);

2: Output: Rezonant clock tree;
3: NDr = ReplaceDrivers(clktree); . replace the drivers in the network

with PSR drivers
4: LDr = IndSizing(Cbr, DCrez, NDr, Qrange); . find L based on load

capacitance of the individual branch
5: TransientSimulation()
6: while swing at all nodes ≤ 90%(V DD) do . within a time period Td
7: driversizeNew = ResizeDriver(driversize); . increase driver size
8: if swing at all nodes ≤ 90%(VDD) then
9: NDrNew = PartitionBranch(localbrach); . partition the branch

10: PlaceDriver(NDrNew); . place new PSR drivers
11: IndSizing(Cbr, DCrez, NDrNew, Qrange); . calculate the inductor

size for new PSR drivers
12: end if
13: end while
14: TransientSimulation()
15: Branchlist = Sort(NDr, latency)
16: while skew > Smax do
17: NDrNew = PartitionBranch(localbrach) . partition the branch

having highest latency
18: PlaceDriver(NDrNew); . place new PSR drivers
19: IndSizing(Cbr, DCrez, NDrNew, Qrange) . tune the inductors for new

PSR drivers
20: end while

We begin with a conventional clock network and replace the drivers with
PSR drivers using ReplaceDrivers() function as shown in Line 3. The induc-
tance for each PSR driver can be determined by the function IndSizing()
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described in Line 4. The function IndSizing() calculates the inductor siz-
ing using Equation. 4. Detailed analysis of the calculated inductor values
corresponding to its respective branch capacitances is shown in Fig. 16.

After the initial drivers are replaced, and the inductor size is determined, we
run transient simulations on the network using Synopsys PrimeSim HSPICE
to extract rise times, fall times, and initial skew. The while loop (Lines 6-13)
checks for the output swing of the replaced PSR drivers. The output voltage
swing of the PSR drivers is verified within a time period Td. This time period Td
is calculated from the second rising edge of the clock to the falling edge. During
this period, if the voltage swing of output is less than 90% (VDD), we increase
the driver strength using the ResizeDriver() function, shown in Line 7. If the
output does not have a VDD to VOL swing, we partition the branch and place a
new PSR driver for each branch. We also find the proper inductor sizing for the
new PSR drivers of the partitioned branches, as described between Lines 8-12.

The skew reduction methodology is described between Lines 16-20. We
perform transient simulation again to get the latency of each branch and sort
it using the Sort() function, as described in Line 15. The Sort() function sorts
the latency of each resonant driver and arranges them in a list of descending
order. The initial skew of the network is calculated from this list of latency
values obtained. Between Lines 16-20 we check if the skew generated is higher
than the input max skew constraint Smax. If it exceeds Smax, we partition the
branch with the highest latency and place new PSR drivers (Lines 17-18) and
also, determine the new inductor sizing (Line 19). The algorithm exits when
the skew obtained is within the max skew constraint Smax, or if there is no
significant improvement in skew after an iteration. This methodology would
result in a resonant clock network with reduced skew due to the inductor
matching technique and lower power consumption as a result of resonant flip-
flops used in the clock network.

5.3 Algorithm for Skew Reduction in Clock Mesh
Networks

The design methodology of placing and sizing the PSR drivers for resonant
mesh is described in Algorithm II . In this case, the algorithm initializes with
a uniform clock mesh of (d×d) dimension, Mesh Capacitance (Cm), and Load
Capacitances (Cl) which are the capacitance values of the input uniform mesh
and the load branches, respectively. It also takes in system clock frequency
(Fclk), duty cycle for resonance (DCrez), and a maximum skew constraint
(Smax) along with a predetermined range of inductor quality factor (Qrange).
The output of the algorithm is a resonant clock mesh network.

Depending upon the initial driver strength, we divide the mesh into
smaller grids of size (m × n) using PartitionMesh() (Line 3). Each par-
titioned grid is then placed with a PSR driver at the center if the grid
using PlaceDriver() (Line 4). The inductance for each of the PSR driver
is calculated using the Equation 4, which is defined using the function
IndSizing() (Line 5). The load capacitance used to match the inductor value
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Algorithm II. Determining the resonant drivers and inductor size for
resonant mesh
1: Input: Uniform mesh dimensions (d × d), Mesh capacitance (Cm), Load

capacitances (Cl), System clock frequency (Fclk), Duty cycle for resonance
(DCrez), Skew constraint (Smax, Q-factor range (Qrange);

2: Output: Rezonant grid;
3: NDr = PartitionMesh(DM); . partition the grid into smaller m× n

grids;
4: PlaceDriver(NDr); . place a driver at the center of each grid;
5: LDr = IndSizing(Cm, Cl, DCrez, NDr, Qrange); . find L based on load

and mesh capacitance of the grid
6: TransientSimulation()
7: while swing at all nodes ≤ 90%(V DD) do; . within a time period Td
8: driversizeNew = ResizeDriver(driversize); . increase driver strength
9: if swing at all nodes ≤ 90%(VDD) then

10: NDrNew = PartitionMesh(localmesh); . partition the grid
11: PlaceDriver(NDrNew); . place new PSR drivers
12: IndSizing(CmLocal, ClLocal, DCrez, NDrNew, Qrange); . calculate

the inductor size for new PSR drivers
13: end if
14: end while
15: TransientSimulation()
16: Branchlist = Sort(NDr, latency)
17: while skew > Smax do
18: NDrNew = PartitionMesh(localmesh) . partition the local grid

having highest latency
19: PlaceDriver(NDrNew); . place new PSR drivers
20: IndSizing(CmLocal, ClLocal, DCrez, NDrNew, Qrange) . calculate the

inductor size for new PSR drivers
21: end while

is determined by accumulating the local mesh capacitance (CmLocal) and its
respective branch capacitances (ClLocal).

After the initial PSR drivers are placed, we run the transient simulation
to verify if all the nodes of the clock mesh are having a V DD to VOL swing
within the specified time period (Td). If the output voltage swing does not meet
the required condition, the PSR drivers are resized using the ResizeDriver()
function (Line 8), or the grid is split into two equal parts. We then place the
PSR drivers and determine the new inductor values, shown between Lines 9-13.
The algorithm iterates until the output swing at all nodes meet the specified
criteria.

The skew reduction methodology is described between Lines 16-21. We
perform another transient simulation to determine the latency of each branch
and then sort the latencies obtained using the Sort() function (Line 16) in
descending order. The initial skew of the clock mesh network is obtained from
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this list of latency values and is compared against the max skew constraint
Smax provided. If the skew generated exceeds Smax, the local grid is divided
into two equal grids, and then the PSR driver is placed at the center of each
grid (Lines 18-20). This loop iterates until the skew generated is within the
specified Smax or if there is no improvement of the skew generated. The final
output would be a resonant clock mesh network with reduced skew due to the
inductor matching technique and consumes lower power than a conventional
clock mesh as a result of using resonant flip-flops.

6 Simulation Setup and Analysis of Power and
Skew

6.1 Experimental Setup

The proposed resonant clock architectures were simulated using Synopsys
PrimeSim HSPICE for ASAP 7 nm [9], and Synopsys SAED 14 nm fin-shaped
field-effect transistor (FinFET) technologies [34]. We used accurate distributed
RC models for clock distribution networks. We performed evaluations of the
proposed resonant clocking architectures on two different clock distribution
topologies, namely, a conventional clock tree architecture and conventional
clock mesh architecture. Each network has eight clock drivers, 4K clock gaters,
8K clock buffers, and 32K FFs. The conventional clock network uses transmis-
sion gate Primary-Secondary FFs (PSFF), whereas the resonant clock network
uses the proposed resonant FFs. Moreover, validation of the proposed skew
reduction technique is demonstrated on industrial benchmarks, namely, ISPD
2009 [26], ISPD 2010 [46], and ISCAS89 [5] testbench circuits for proposed
clock networks. All the simulations are performed for frequencies ranging from
1 GHz to 5 GHz.

6.2 Power and Delay Analysis of Resonant Flip-Flops

This section reports the power and delay analysis of the proposed resonant
FFs, implemented in 14 nm technology. All the FFs layouts are compatible
with a standard cell height of 24 horizontal M2 tracks. The normalized layout
area, CLK-to-Q (tc−q) delay, setup times (ts), hold times (th), and power for
the FFs are listed in Table 1. Among all the competing FFs, the 13TPFF

Table 1 The proposed 13TPFF exhibits a better setup and hold times than the industry
standard PSFF while consuming more dynamic power and area; however, it consumes
lower static power than PSFF and enables power saving in overall clock architecture.

Type of

Register

Normalised

Area

Delay (ps) Static Power (pW ) Dynamic Power (µW )

tc-q ts th D=0 D=1 1GHz 2GHz 3GHz 4GHz 5GHz

MSFF 1 32.5 14 2 1550 593 8.3 14.1 21 28 35.1

PRFF 0.59 35.1 -95 96 278 272 7.16 13.8 20.4 27.1 33.8

TSPCFF 0.84 41.9 -92 93 283 664 12.3 20.2 28 35.9 43.7

13TPFF 1.75 37.3 -25 60 501 538 16.2 31.1 46 61 76
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Fig. 12 Illustration of Monte-Carlo simulation results for various registers by considering
5000 samples with 10% length variation. In (a), PS flip-flop has a mean of 32.5 ps with SD
of 0.214 ps, in (b), PRFF has a mean of 35 ps with SD of 0.066 ps, in (c), TSPCFF has a
mean of 42.2 ps with SD of 0.355 ps, and finally, in (d), our proposed 13TPFF has a mean
of 32.3 ps with SD of 0.317 ps.

consumed the highest layout area of 9.62 um2, which is 1.75× the area of
PSFF whose area is 5.151 um2, and 2.9× the area of a PRFF whose area
is 3.091 um2. The proposed 13TPFF has a ts of -25 ps and a th of 60 ps
with a clock-to-q delay of 37.3 ps. Empirically, pulsed register-based resonant
FFs exhibit negative ts. Negative setup time means that the FF can latch the
Data provided, even after the clock edge arrives, which tremendously impacts
resolving setup time ts related timing issues. The PSFF has a ts of 14 ps, th of
2 ps and tc−q of 32.5 ps. The resonant PRFF has a better ts of -95 ps but has
a high th of 96 ps which is similar to the TSPCFF with -92 ps ts and 93 ps ts.
However, the power consumed by the proposed 13TPFF is 2× higher than the
PSFF. Although the proposed resonant FFs consume higher power, they enable
resonant clocking architecture that reduces the overall power consumption
(which will be discussed in detail in section 6.5). Among all the competing
FFs, the PRFF consumes the lowest dynamic and static powers.

For measuring the performance and functionality of the proposed 13TPFF
under process variations, we consider 5000 samples of CLK-to-Q (tc−q) delay
using Monte-Carlo simulation. 10% variation in the length of all devices is
considered while performing the simulations. The tc−q delay distributions of
PSFF, PRFF, TSPCFF, and 13TPFFs are shown in Fig. 12 (a), Fig. 12 (b),
Fig. 12 (c), and Fig. 12 (d), respectively. Among all the resonant FFs, the
PRFF has lowest mean tc−q of 35 ps with standard deviation of 0.066 ps.

6.3 Power and Skew Analysis of Clock Tree Networks

The proposed resonant clock tree (Fig. 13 (b)) using resonant FFs is com-
pared with a conventional clock tree architecture (Fig. 13 (a)) that uses
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Fig. 13 Clock tree architectures are used for functional simulations. (a) conventional clock
tree architectures consist of eight branches with different loads totaling 32k registers, and
(b) resonant clock tree architecture replicates the same number of branches and loads as the
conventional one.

primary-secondary FFs (PSFF). Fig. 13 shows the testbench used for func-
tional simulation implemented using standard 7 nm and 14 nm FINFET
technology.

Power and skew comparisons of the proposed clock tree architecture for
frequencies ranging from 1 GHz to 5 GHz are shown in Table 2. The pro-
posed clock tree architecture, while using 13TPFFs, save 21.9% power in 14
nm technology, and 26.5% power while using 7 nm technology, compared to a
conventional clock tree architecture with PSFFs. The skew generated by the
traditional clock tree is 51.1 ps and 32.4 ps, using 14 nm and 7 nm, respec-
tively. As a result of the inductor tuning technique (Section. 5.1), the proposed
resonant clock tree architecture reduces the skew generated by 92% and 87%
in 14 nm and 7 nm technologies, respectively, while using 13TPFFs. Similarly,
the proposed architecture reduces 27% power and 95% skew in 14 nm technol-
ogy while using TSPCFFs, and 29% power and 88% skew in 7 nm technology.
The proposed architecture saves highest power when using PRFFs. It saves
43% power while reducing the skew by 90% in 14 nm technology and saves
45.8% power and 87% skew using 7 nm technology.

6.4 Power and Skew Analysis of Clock Mesh Networks

The proposed clock mesh architecture, as shown in Fig. 14, is also implemented
using standard 7 nm and 14 nm FINFET technology. We use a distributed RC
model to design the mesh. The clock mesh consists of 32 x 32 grids totaling
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Table 2 Analysis of resonant clock tree architectures using 14 nm and 7 nm technology
nodes. The power and skew values of flip-flop networks by scaling frequency from 1 GHz
to 5 GHz depict consistent power savings and skew reduction while using the proposed
resonance technique.

Type of
Network

Technology
Node

Skew (ps)
Power Consumed (mW )

1GHz 2GHz 3GHz 4GHz 5GHz

PSFF network
14 nm 51.1 30.8 60.6 89.2 116 138

7 nm 32.4 59.8 119 172 234 296

PRFF network
14 nm 4.61 17.4 34.1 50.3 65.7 78.7

7 nm 3.95 32.5 64.9 92.4 127 160

TSPCFF network
14 nm 2.05 22.2 43.6 64.6 84.4 102

7 nm 3.66 42.1 84.3 123 167 209

13TPFF network
14 nm 3.92 23.8 46.8 69.4 90.7 110

7 nm 4.14 43.9 87.2 126 173 218

4.5mm x 4.5mm in dimension. The load network used is the same as the
previous testbench for resonant clock tree simulations (Fig. 13). Similarly,
multiple simulations are performed for frequencies ranging from 1 GHz to
5 GHz. Finally, the proposed resonant clock mesh networks using resonant
FFs are compared with a conventional clock mesh network using PSFFs.

The power and skew comparisons of clock mesh networks for frequencies
ranging from 1 GHz to 5 GHz are shown in Table 3. The proposed clock
mesh architecture, while using 13TPFFs reduce 27% and 26.9% of clock power
over a conventional clock mesh architecture, in 14 nm, and 7 nm technologies.
The skew generated by the conventional clock tree is 108 ps and 74 ps, using
14 nm and 7 nm, respectively. As a result of the inductor tuning technique
(Section. 5.1), the proposed resonant clock mesh architecture reduces the skew
generated by 91.5% and 89% in 14 nm and 7 nm technologies, respectively,
while using 13TPFFs. Similarly, the proposed architecture reduces 31.9%
power and 90.9% skew in 14 nm technology while using TSPCFFs, and, saves
33.2% power and 89.2% skew in 7 nm technology. The proposed clock mesh
architecture saves the highest power when using PRFFs. It saves 44.6% power
while reducing the skew by 90% in 14 nm technology and reduces power by
45.2% and skew by 88.6% in 7 nm technology.

6.5 Power and Skew Analysis on Existing Standard
Industrial Benchmarks

In order to validate the proposed skew reduction techniques in clock tree net-
works, we used ISPD 2009 testbench circuit (s1r1 with 81 sinks) [26], ISPD
2010 testbench circuit (01.in with 1107 sinks) [46] and ISCAS89 testbench cir-
cuit (s5378 with 179 sinks) [5]. Table 4 shows the comparisons of power and
skew of the resonant networks.

While using the ISPD 2009 testbench, extracted from IBM ASIC design
with 81 flip-flops, the conventional clock architecture has a skew of 29 ps
while consuming 6.65 mW power at 1 GHz frequency. On the other hand,
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Fig. 14 Clock mesh architectures are used for functional simulations. (a) conventional
clock mesh architectures with shorted drivers connecting loads, and (b) resonant clock mesh
architecture using PSR drivers to drive the same load as the conventional one.

Table 3 The analysis of the proposed resonant technique on clock mesh architectures
using 14 nm and 7 nm technology nodes. The results obtained by scaling the frequency
from 1 GHz to 5 GHz support the resonant clock tree analysis showing similar power
saving and reduction in skew even on a lower technology node.

Type of
network

Technology
Node

Skew (ps)
Power Consumed (mW )

1GHz 2GHz 3GHz 4GHz 5GHz

PSFF network
14 nm 108 35.3 68.5 102 131 162

7 nm 74 74.4 151 221 294 368

PRFF network
14 nm 10.3 19.2 38.1 56.5 74.2 88.7

7 nm 8.4 40.2 82.7 121 163 202

TSPCFF network
14 nm 9.74 23.5 46.7 69.3 91.1 110

7 nm 7.94 49.8 102 149 195 242

13TPFF network
14 nm 9.16 25.2 50.1 74.4 97.9 118

7 nm 8.12 54 110 164 215 267

the resonant clock network with 81 PRFF’s reduce the power consumption by
66% with a skew reduction of 85%. Moreover, the resonant clock network using
TSPCFF saves 64% power while lowering the skew by 92%, and the resonant
clock network using 13TPFF saves 59% power with 88% skew reduction.
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The ISPD 2010 testbench circuit has more sink density with 1107 sinks. The
conventional clock network using PSFF has a power consumption of 53.3 mW
with 22.7 ps clock skew at 1 GHz frequency. The resonant clock architec-
ture using PRFF also has 65% reduced power consumption with 83% reduced
skew. Also, the resonant clock network with TSPCFF saves 61% power and
91% skew, and the resonant clock network using 13TPFF reduces 57% power
consumption with 89.5% skew reduction.

The ISCAS89 testbench circuit has 179 clock sinks and 2779 logic gates.
The conventional clock architecture using PSFF generates 24.9 ps clock skew
while consuming 14.1 mW power at 1 GHz frequency. On the other hand, the
resonant clock architecture using PRFF saves 63% of power while reducing
the skew by 87%. Moreover, the resonant clock network using TSPCFF has
61.7% reduced power consumption with 90% reduced skew, and the resonant
clock network using 13TPFF has 57.6% reduced power consumption with 85%
reduced skew.

Fig. 15 illustrates the total power distribution of ISPD 2009 testbench
circuit (s1r1 with 81 sinks) [26] in the proposed resonant clock architectures
and conventional clock architecture using PSFF for 100% data activity rate
at 1 GHz clock frequency. Although the proposed resonant flip-flops consume
more power than PSFF, the resonant clocking architectures exhibit a lower
total power consumption due to the energy recycled in the clock network.
The proposed resonant clock architecture with 13TPFF consumes 74% less
power in the clock network compared to conventional clock architecture with
PSFF, while consuming 48% higher flip-flop power resulting in 57% reduced
total power consumption. In addition, the clock network power in resonant
clock architectures with TSPCFF has 72% lower clock power consumption and
PRFF has 70% lower clock power consumption compared to a conventional
clock architecture using PSFF.

The energy consumption of the proposed series resonant clocking architec-
tures across 1-5 GHz frequency is shown in Table 5. The framework used to
estimate the energy consumption for resonant clocking architecture is shown in

Table 4 The power and skew analysis of the proposed resonant technique on clock tree
architectures result in consistent power savings and balanced skew on the ISPD 2009 s1r1,
ISPD 2010 01.in, and ISCAS89 s5738 circuits; the proposed PRFF network saves 64%
power on average with 85% reduced skew at 1 GHz frequency.

Benchmark Type of Network
Frequency (GHz)

1GHz 2GHz 3GHz 4GHz 5GHz

Skew (ps) Power (mW ) Skew (ps) Power (mW ) Skew (ps) Power (mW ) Skew (ps) Power (mW ) Skew (ps) Power (mW )

ISPD 2009
s1r1

PSFF network 29 6.65 33 12.7 31 18.62 37 25.4 34 30.25

PRFF network 4.4 2.15 2.7 4.3 3.6 6.44 3.9 8.58 3.3 10.3

TSPCFF network 2.28 2.32 2.4 4.55 2.3 6.79 2.9 9.02 2.4 10.8

13TPFF network 3.72 2.57 4.3 5.14 4.2 7.6 3.8 10.1 4.1 12.2

ISPD 2010
01.in

PSFF network 22.7 53.3 26.7 107 33.4 160 31.3 213 42.6 269

PRFF network 4.25 18.4 6.37 35.7 6.65 54.3 5.2 70.9 5.73 88

TSPCFF network 2.1 20.3 3.32 39.2 2.92 59 4.22 75 3.7 92

13TPFF network 2.4 23.4 3.4 44.7 3.1 67.4 3.5 89.2 4.1 105

ISCAS89
s5378

PSFF network 24.9 14.1 25.8 28.1 24.9 42.1 23.4 56.1 21.4 70.1

PRFF network 3.11 5.09 3.72 9.94 3.16 14.4 3.94 19.2 3.31 22.9

TSPCFF network 2.42 5.4 2.75 10.6 2.51 15.9 2.77 21.5 3.1 24.4

13TPFF network 3.7 5.97 4.22 11.4 3.73 17.1 4.3 22.6 4.74 26.3
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Fig. 15 The breakdown of total power in ISPD 2009 testbench circuit (s1r1 with 81 sinks)
depict 74% lower power consumption in resonant clock architecture using 13TPFF compared
to a conventional clock architecture using PSFF at 1 GHz, while the flip-flop power in
13TPFF clock architecture is 48% higher than PSFF clock architecture.

Fig. 9. While using ISPD 2009 testbench circuit (s1r1 with 81 sinks), the reso-
nant clock architecture using PRFF reduces the energy consumption by 66.2%
on average compared to conventional clock architecture using PSFF across
1-5 GHz frequency, while resonant clock architecture using 13TPFF saves
59.9% energy on average. While using the ISPD 2010 testbench circuit (01.in
with 1107 sinks), the resonant clock architecture using TSPCFF saves 63.7%
energy on average across 1-5 GHz frequency, while the resonant architecture
using PRFF saves 66.4% energy compared to conventional clock architectures
using PSFF. The resonant clock architecture using PRFF saves 65.4% aver-
age energy consumption on ISCAS89 testbench circuit (s5378 with 179 sinks)
while saving 59.7% average energy while using 13TPFF across 1-5 GHz clock
frequency.

The heat generated throughout the circuit can be estimated through the
junction temperature (Tj) using the transient thermal resistance (θJA) for a
pulse length tp, can be represented as:

Tj = TA + P × θJA(tp) (5)

where, P is the power consumed during tp and, TA is the ambient tempera-
ture [10]. Table 5 compares the junction temperatures of the proposed resonant
clocking architectures with conventional clock architecture using PSFF at
5 GHz frequency with 27°C ambient temperature (TA). The proposed res-
onant clock networks use lower power than conventional clock distribution
networks. Thus, produce lower heat than existing clock networks. For exam-
ple, a 48-pin Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier (CLCC) package has a thermal
resistance (ΘJA) of 40°C/W [33]. Considering a power difference of 0.181 W
would result in a 7.2°C higher temperature than the proposed resonant clock
network for ISPD 2010 01.in circuit at 5 GHz frequency. For a typical SOC
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Table 5 The proposed series resonant clock architectures have 67.2% lower energy and
7.2°C lower junction temperature while using PRFF for ISPD 2010 01.in circuit compared
to conventional clock architectures at 5 GHz frequency, besides the proposed 13TPFF has
a 59.3% lower average energy consumption compared to conventional clock architectures
using PSFF.

Benchmark Type of Network
1GHz 2GHz 3GHz 4GHz 5GHz

Energy Temp. Energy Temp. Energy Temp. Energy Temp. Energy Temp.
(pJ) (°C) (pJ) (°C) (pJ) (°C) (pJ) (°C) (pJ) (°C)

ISPD 2009
s1r1

PSFF network 6.65 27.266 6.35 27.508 6.21 27.7448 6.35 28.016 6.05 28.21

PRFF network 2.15 27.086 2.15 27.172 2.15 27.2576 2.15 27.3432 2.06 27.412

TSPCFF network 2.32 27.0928 2.28 27.182 2.26 27.2716 2.26 27.3608 2.16 27.432

13TPFF network 2.57 27.1028 2.57 27.2056 2.53 27.304 2.53 27.404 2.44 27.488

ISPD 2010
01.in

PSFF network 53.30 29.132 53.50 31.28 53.33 33.4 53.25 35.52 53.80 37.76

PRFF network 18.40 27.736 17.85 28.428 18.10 29.172 17.73 29.836 17.60 30.52

TSPCFF network 20.30 27.812 19.60 28.568 19.67 29.36 18.75 30 18.40 30.68

13TPFF network 23.40 27.936 22.35 28.788 22.47 29.696 22.30 30.568 21.00 31.2

ISCAS89
s5378

PSFF network 14.10 27.564 14.05 28.124 14.03 28.684 14.03 29.244 14.02 29.804

PRFF network 5.09 27.2036 4.97 27.3976 4.80 27.576 4.80 27.768 4.58 27.916

TSPCFF network 5.40 27.216 5.30 27.424 5.30 27.636 5.38 27.86 4.88 27.976

13TPFF network 5.97 27.2388 5.70 27.456 5.70 27.684 5.65 27.904 5.26 28.052

implementation with 10× the sinks as ISPD 2010 01.in circuit, a power differ-
ence of 1.81 W would result in 72.4°C higher temperature than the proposed
resonant clock network.

In a clock network, the variations in branch capacitances require differ-
ent inductance values. Fig. 16 plots the inductance and capacitance values
extracted from the benchmark circuits. The resistance values are the sum of
the resistance of inductor, wiring resistance and n-transistor “ON” resistance.
The quality factor (Q) of the inductor is directly proportional to the induc-
tance value and inversely proportional to capacitance and resistance values.
Thus, larger capacitances result in low quality factor, whereas higher induc-
tance values result in large resistance values leading to a low quality factor.
Hence, while designing the inductors, we provide a range of quality factor that
would result in higher power savings. A range of Q between π to π/3 would
result in higher power savings. Dedicated top two metal layers are used for
implementing the inductors, which do not take any active silicon area [19]. The
inductors can also be placed in dark silicon regions to achieve a higher quality
factor. An earlier implementation of resonant architecture in [19] showed a 2%
area penalty when using the top two metal layers to implement the inductors.

Table 6 compares our results with implementation of distributed LC reso-
nant clock grid synthesis (ROCKS) [17], library-aware resonant clock synthesis
(LARCS) [18] and hybrid-mode clock distribution networks (HCDN) [21]. The
ROCKS and LARCS are prior works on resonant grid synthesis. The HCDN
clocking scheme uses global bufferless current-mode (CM) clocking and locally
buffered voltage-mode (VM) clocking.

6.6 Effect of Temperature Variation on Skew

At lower technology nodes, the temperature variation results in major degra-
dation of the performance of a chip. We used the ISPD 2009 testbench circuit
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Fig. 16 Inductance and capacitance values extracted from the benchmark circuits depict
a smaller inductance value required for higher branch capacitances.

Table 6 A comparison of the proposed PRFF network with previous low power clocking
techniques depicts an average skew reduction of 78% in ISPD 2009 s1r1 benchmark and
80.8% while using ISPD 2010 01.in benchmarks.

Benchmark Methodology Technology Node Frequency Power (mW) Skew (ps)

ISPD 2009
s1r1

ROCKS [17] 45nm 1GHz 71.1 20

LARCS [18] 45nm 1GHz - -

HCDN [21] 45nm 1GHz 20.2 21

PRFF network 14nm 1GHz 2.15 4.4

ISPD 2010
01.in

ROCKS [17] 45nm 1GHz 179.3 77

LARCS [18] 45nm 1GHz 368 32

HCDN [21] 45nm 1GHz 38.2 11

PRFF network 14nm 1GHz 18.4 4.25

(s1r1 with 81 sinks) [26] to quantify the temperature-variation-induced clock
skew in a resonant network compared with a conventional clock network.
Fig. 17 (a) shows the clock skew comparison at 1 GHz frequency with varying
temperature from 0◦C to 125◦C. The conventional clock network using PSFF
has a skew varying between 28.8 ps to 35.6 ps, while the resonant clock archi-
tecture with PRFF has a skew variation between 4.1 ps to 6.5 ps. The lesser
impact on resonant architecture is due to the reduced number of buffers com-
pared to the conventional networks. Moreover, resonant clock architectures
with TSPCFF have a skew variation between 2.1 ps to 3.15 ps and 13TPFF
has a skew variation between 3.45 ps to 5.1 ps.

6.7 Effect of Supply Voltage Variation on Skew

Supply voltage variation is one of the major sources of variation in high-
performance microprocessors. We use the same ISPD 2009 testbench circuit
(s1r1 with 81 sinks) [26] to measure the clock skew variation induced by sup-
ply voltage variation considering the IR drops and localised rail voltage noise.
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Fig. 17 Effect of temperature and voltage variation on clock skew using ISPD 2009 test-
bench circuit show that conventional clock architecture has 7 ps change in clock skew
whereas resonant clock architectures have 2 ps change. Also, while varying supply voltage
by ±10%, clock skew in conventional clock architectures varies by 3 ps while resonant clock
architectures have 1 ps clock skew variation.

Fig. 17 (b) shows the clock skew comparison at 1 GHz. We consider ±10%
variation in the supply voltage (VDD) from nominal VDD. Conventional clock
architecture with PSFF has a skew variation of 27.2 ps to 30.1 ps while reso-
nant clock architecture with TSPCFF has a skew variation of 1.99 ps to 2.7 ps.
Moreover, resonant clock architecture has a skew variation of 4.1 ps to 4.8 ps
while using PRFF and has a skew variation of 3.46 ps to 4.2 ps while using
13TPFF.

6.8 Effect of Data Switching Rate on Power Consumption

Fig. 18 Total power consumption in ISPD 2009 s1r1 clock with varying data toggle rates
show a higher power savings with high toggle rate.

We measure the total power consumption of the ISPD 2009 testbench cir-
cuit (s1r1 with 81 sinks) by changing the data switching rate from 100% to 0%
at 1 GHz frequency. A 100% data switching rate means, with each rising edge
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of the clock signal, the flip-flops will latch a new data at the output. Fig. 18
compares the total power consumed in ISPD 2009 testbench circuit (s1r1 with
81 sinks) with varying data switching rate. We can observe that the resonant
clock networks have higher power savings with high data switching rate, as the
flip-flops toggle the data with every clock cycle. The proposed PRFF network
saves 66% with 100% data switching rate while it saves 64% with a 0% data
switching rate.

7 Conclusion

Power consumption and skew are major bottlenecks in high-performance
microprocessor designs. This paper presents resonant clock network archi-
tectures to balance the skew and recycle the power consumed by employing
resonant flip-flops and inductor tuning techniques. The proposed resonant flip-
flops enable the clock networks to recycle the dissipated energy by placing an
inductor in the discharge path. This inductor stores the dissipated energy in
the form of a magnetic field to recycle it in the next rising clock edge. The pro-
posed resonant clock tree network with 13TPFF saves 22% power with 91%
skew reduction.

Furthermore, it saves 43.4% power with a 91% skew reduction while using
PRFF in 14 nm technology, compared to a conventional PSFF-based clock tree
architecture. Moreover, in 7 nm technology, resonant clock tree architecture
with PRFF saves 45.8% power with 87.8% skew reduction. The proposed clock
mesh network with 13TPFF saves 44.6% power with 90.4% reduced skew in
14 nm technology while saving 45.2% power and 87.8% skew reduction in 7
nm technology.
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